Ten Degrees is Tim Draxl’s second solo
exhibition and follows his first soldout show, IN BETWEEN | The Act
of Painting earlier this year. As he
continues to respond to the global
pandemic, Draxl has unearthed new
depths of feeling and consciousness in this
series of works, which he admits wasn’t
planned.
“The paintings happened on the spur
of the moment and there is no real link
between them,” he explains. “They are
moments of therapy. My process wasn’t
about producing works of art, but rather
working through what I was dealing with
at the time.”
Draxl’s choice of title, Ten Degrees, was all
about finding a connection between the
different stages of his mental state.
“Whereas the first lockdown came

Hyper Conscious, 2021, oil on canvas, 122 x 153cm

with a lot of unknowns, the effects
of this second lockdown are very
apparent,” he says.
“There is a complacency born of fatigue
and some days I’m much more
conscious than on others. That is reflected
in the paintings.”
However, while his previous exhibition
was all about looking to the past, Draxl
says that there is a sense of the ‘now’ in
Ten Degrees.
“The works are expressive but subtle,
and some are very different. For example,
‘Hyper Conscious’ is incredibly removed
from anything I’ve painted before. On
that day, I remember feeling as if I were
moving forward and no longer stuck in
a numbness like before. There’s a hope,
a difference and a future in that painting.”

The emotions and states of consciousness expressed in the paintings that
make up the series Ten Degrees are as
diverse as the roles Draxl has performed,
and he draws a comparison between
acting and painting.
“In the early days of my film career, I was really
concerned about making my mark as an
actor. I was so worried about not showing
my range from one role to the next that
I overcompensated, so much so that after
my third film I was really paranoid about
my performances becoming too affected.
A friend of mine, the actress Pia Miranda,
told me that every performance is affected by what’s happening in one’s real life.
She told me to trust in my evolution as
a human being and it would inform my
performances.”
Draxl continues, “In the same way, each
painting reflects a certain stage in my
everyday life and a particular emotion
on any given day. These emotions
manifest on the canvas, but it’s not a forced
process. For me, it’s like a trust exercise
– a trust in the emotion transferring to the
painting.”
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As with IN BETWEEN | The Act of Painting,
this exhibition has been curated by David
Rex-Livingston, and he is thrilled to wecome
Tim Draxl back to his gallery.
“The response to Tim’s first show in
January was phenomenal and people
have kept asking when his next series
of works would be ready,” Rex-Livingston
says.
“I was incredibly excited when Tim
told me was heading back to the studio.
In Ten Degrees, his work continues
to develop in the expressionist genre
of painting, exploring the links between
emotion, colour and mark making, resulting
in a dynamic and gestural visual harmony.”
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Exhibition view - in the foreground: Enlightenment, 2021, Oil on canvas, 46 x 46cm
and Altered Consciousness, 2021, oil on canvas, 76 x 122cm

Stream of Consciousness, 2021, oil on canvas, 61 x 91.5cm

Muladhara, 2021, oil on canvas, 76 x 102cm

Hypnagogia, 2021, oil on canvas, 91 x 122cm

Dreaming, 2021, oil on canvas, 76 x 102cm

Compart-mental, 2021
oil on canvas, 61 x 61cm

Fragments of a former state of being, 2021
oil on canvas, 61 x61cm
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